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Alfredo morresi google

Ali Derbane

Itude Mobile | Software 
Engineer / Android 
developer

In 2009 Ali Derbane started developing Android software at a company called Itude Mobile. With a 
vibrant team of cool developers he has developed various applications for different industries like 
banking and pharmaceutical. While developing these apps lots of challenges arose. These 
challenges drive him to keep learning about the exciting world of Android. Blogging, hosting 
workshops and talking about the challenges and the solutions to these challenges gives him the 
opportunity to share his knowledge with the rest of the world.
In the last years Ali has spoken at various events to share his knowledge. Some of these events 
are: Droidcon NL 2012, Droidcon UK 2013 and GDG Bordj DevFest 2013. Events that he will be 
speaking at are Devoxx BE 2013 and Droidcon NL 2013.

The elegance of functional 
testing using Calabash

Continuously testing your applications is important to maintain the quality and to make sure problems don’t occur after making changes to the applications. 
There are various frameworks out in the open that can help you create functional tests for your mobile applications. With many of these frameworks you need to have technical knowledge to create your 
functional tests. 
An exception to this rule is Calabash. This framework allows both technical and a-technical people to elegantly create functional tests for Android and iOS using natural language. Ali will be talking about 
Calabash and how easy it will become to create functional tests once entering the world of Calabash.

Amazon

André Schmidt Mobile Developer

André Schmidt is the Lead Android Developer at enough Software. He is in the business since 
2001. After starting his programmer's career in one of the leading companies of the defense 
industry, he joined Enough Software in 2007 as a mobile developer. In this position he created a 
wide range of mobile applications ranging from marketing campaigns to social community clients for 
Android, Blackberry and J2ME. Timing In User Interfaces

Time is an important and unavoidable factor in apps. It is influenced by technical aspects like the hardware of an Android devices to psychological aspects like the expectations of a user. Independent 
from those factors, a user experiences how an app uses his time, from clicking a button to slow downloads, and he decides whether its worth it. So its on the developer to make his time worthwhile. Andre 
from enough Software will talk about the user's perception of time, showcases how to optimize short processes to create an instant feeling and how to design and present long processes to keep a user 
interested.

Cesar Valiente
6Wunderkinder. Android 
engineer.

I'm Cesar Valiente, working actually at 6Wunderkinder (Berlin) as Android Engineer makers of 
Wunderlist the famous and awarded productivity app.
Previously I was working in Amsterdam at Icemobile agency as Android developer and in Madrid in 
a startup and some big companies as Java developer

I'm Computer Engineer and M.Sc. in Computer and Telematic Systems and M.Sc. in Free/Open 
Source Software.

I started with Android in the beginning when just a few of people in Spain had hard something about 
this OS.

I'm a community guy, I'm co-founder of AndroidStartup the most important and biggest Android dev 
community located in Madrid, and probably in Spain, I'm also a really Open Source advocate, trying 
to explain whenever I can the benefits of open source software to people, and also I'm a contributor, 
everything I do (outside my job) is under open source licenses. Building Wunderlist. 

Lessons learned.

During the creation of Wunderlist we have learned a lot of things.

Since June 2012 where we started the creation of the 2nd release, we have growth from around 400.000 downloads to more than 2 millions, we've been featured in Google Play Store (actually we are in 
the Editor's Choice), Google Play for Education, Amazon App Store, etc.

We've learned a lot of things that previously we didn't think that was like that, we've learned how to solve sometimes easy problems, sometimes really difficult ones, we've broken false myths, we've 
managed a real multiplatform app that is available on the main platforms working together like charm, etc.

So in this talk I will talk about the things we've learned building a multimillion and successful Android app.

Cesare Rocchi Mobile guy at BaasBox

Cesare Rocchi is a speaker, writer, UX designer and developer specializing in web and mobile 
applications. He began working on interactive applications while he was a researcher in the 
academia. He runs Studio Magnolia, an interactive studio that creates compelling web and mobile 
applications. When off duty he enjoys snowboard and beach tennis.

Choosing a back end for 
your mobile app

Although usually unnoticed by the final users, the backend is an important piece in the context of mobile application.
In the past, building a backend meant renting some hardware or virtual machine, setting up the operative system, configuring the server, database, storage and writing the backend logic. Nowadays, great 
services are spreading, that allow to quickly setup a backend.
I am going to provide an overview of the services which allow developers to integrate their mobile applications with backend functionalities and I am going to illustrate the features of BaasBox, an open 
source backend, and its Android SDK. 
BaasBox is a tool that aims at being fully integrated with the best practices of Android platform, easing the development of mobile apps without forcing you to change the standard approach to the 
development of Android native clients.

Daniel Fages Genymobile

Daniel is a serial entrepreneur specialized in operating systems and virtualization. As the CTO of 
different startups, including Genymotion, he developed products in the IT security and virtualization 
field.
He has started the Buildroid/AndroVM open source project in late 2011, when ICS was released.

Simplify Android Application 
Testing and Presentation 
with Genymotion This talk will introduce Genymotion, the fast and easy-to-use Android emulator.

Daniele Spinetti
Developer @ bit Time 
software

Con la crescita del mercato app/games per dispositivi mobile, stanno prendendo piede anche molti
strumenti di sviluppo, in particolare quelli cross-platform, che consentono di riutilizzare lo stesso codice su più
piattaforme. 
Gideros è un ottimo esempio di tali strumenti.
Gideros Studio è un ambiente multipiattaforma per lo sviluppo mobile, che consente di sviluppare app in modo facile e veloce.
In questo talk vedremo quali sono le guide-line per sviluppare videogames su dispositivi mobile ed entreremo nel dettaglio dell'intero enviroment Gideros mostrando tutte le fasi dello sviluppo di un 
videogioco attraverso numerosi How-To.

Daniele Teti 

R&D Director & 
Educational @ bit 
Time software

Delphi per Android e iOS è un nuovo strumento di sviluppo che 
permette di scrivere un solo codice sorgente e utilizzare un solo framework, per compilate app native per più sistemi operativi (attualmente 
Android e iOS). Questa caratteristica unica, unita ad un designer RAD, allo sviluppo visuale e ad un completo stack per l'accesso a database 
e web service, lo rende un tool perfetto per la scrittura di applicazioni business in tempi brevi. Inoltre, l'accesso a database è fortemente 
semplificato da un evoluto set di componenti dedicati e cross platform.
In questo talk, saranno mostrati molti esempi real-world che renderanno evidente il forte risparmio che lo strumento permette allo sviluppatore 
in termini di tempo di sviluppo (grazie all'ambiente RAD) e di manutenzione (grazie al single code base).

Emanuele Palazzetti Evonove

Software developer, fan and supporter of everything floating around computer science. Former Java 
developer, Pythonista and Javascript lover, works at Evonove as a web application developer. 
Android enthusiast, writes apps for fun and pleasure. 
Currently the lead of the Google Developer Group in Perugia.

Release the Kraken! UDOO 
porta Android dove nessuno 
smartphone potrebbe 
arrivare.Release the 
Kraken! UDOO porta 
Android dove nessuno 
smartphone potrebbe 
arrivare.

E’ stato prigioniero nelle nostre tasche per troppo tempo ma la rivoluzione dei makers ha dato il via allo sviluppo di nuove piattaforme hardware ed ora Android è in grado di sprigionare tutte le proprie 
potenzialità. UDOO è tra queste piattaforme e possiede tutti i requisiti per trascinare Android fuori dai soliti device ed interagire con l’Internet delle Cose.
Per chi è già uno sviluppatore Android o per chi si affaccia in questo mondo, oggi esiste la possibilità di creare e diffondere una varietà di applicazioni in grado di arrivare dove prima non era possibile.

Fabio Collini
Android developer presso 
Nana Bianca

Android developer dal 2009, prima come freelance con due applicazioni nel Play Store e adesso 
come senior developer presso Nana Bianca, acceleratore di startup a Firenze. Negli ultimi mesi sto 
partecipando allo sviluppo della versione Android di Freapp. Insieme ad altri sviluppatori gestisco il 
blog www.cosenonjaviste.it in cui parliamo di sviluppo software in Java sia su piattaforma web che 
su Android. Clean Android Code

Nello sviluppo di un qualunque software è molto importante scrivere codice pulito e leggibile per non perdere il controllo del progetto. Si è detto già molto  di come scrivere clean code in Java, su Android 
valgono le stesse accortezze? Oppure il fatto di essere una piattaforma mobile deve influenzare il modo di scrivere il codice? E per le risorse e gli altri aspetti tipici di Android ci sono delle best practices 
da seguire?
In questo talk vedremo vari esempi pratici di come è possibile sfruttare Java e il framework Android per scrivere clean code e poter mantenere gestibile anche un progetto complesso.
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Federico Paolinelli List spa - Lead developer

Italian, living in Pisa. Lead developer for electronic trading software by day, I have spent a great 
part of my spare time during the last four years working on android related side projects.
Since last May contributing to Firefox for Android development as a volunteer. (O)Authenticated Rest 

interaction for Android

Last year, I started writing a library inspired by the talk Virgil Dobjanschi gave at Google IO 2010 about interaction with rest services.
In this talk I am going to describe the best ways to interact with a rest service, including off the shelf solutions such as volley, robospice, and others, and my very own postmanlib. On top of that, I will talk 
about OAuth and how my library relieves the pain of handling oauth2 authentication. 

Francesco baldassarri

Gabriele Mariotti
Ankongroup s.r.l. - Software 
engineer

Gabriele Mariotti is a software engineer at Ankongroup.  He has been working in this company 
since 2001 on a wide variety of projects in Lotus Notes, J2SE, J2EE and Android.
He is actively involved in the Android community and shares his passion writing blog posts and 
creating open source libraries.

You must and you can: 
Android UI Patterns 

Android Official Guidelines and Android UI Patterns in daily work. 
To build a beatiful app MUST I follow the guidelines?

Hasan Hosgel
Immobilienscout24 - Senior 
Android Developer

Hasan is a dedicated Android developer with over ten years of professional programming 
experience, of which more than three years have been in the application development. The 
continuous improvement of the architecture and quality are his dedication. He was a speaker at 
several conferences and Google Developer Groups (GDG). He is also a CO-Organizer of the GDG 
Berlin Android. Since 2006 Hasan working for ImmobilienScout24 as a Senior Developer.

Best Practices to develop 
for different Android Device 
Classifications

This Session will give a best practices from the Immobilienscout24 Development for the different Android device classifications. During this presentation you can experience the learnings, which the 
presenter got during development of the ImmobilienScout 24 Android application. The presentation doesn’t cover Design, UX or Fragments, but it gives an introduction and samples of using different 
resources, in special layouts. These folders can be used for filtering specific configurations, referencing other resources and using layout aliases. This session aims at people with knowledge of coding for 
Android. Conclusion: The developers should loose their fear of developing for different screensizes in one application.

Jamie McDonald
Android Engineer @ 
SoundCloud

Jamie McDonald is an Android developer with a passion for good user experience. He has worked 
on a series of featured apps including Songkick, The Guardian and holosudoku.com. Jamie 
currently works on the mobile team at SoundCloud and has previously held positions at Novoda and 
Guardian News & Media.

Case Studies in Android 
Design

Join Jamie McDonald for a tour of the Android UX landscape, including patterns, tips, techniques and tools - all grounded in real world examples. Come and find out how to build apps that stand out by 
crafting interfaces that are simple, beautiful and usable!

Kathryn Rotondo
Freelance Interactive 
Developer

Kathryn Rotondo is a freelance interactive developer. She honed her craft working on high-profile 
projects for Vogue and Target at a large digital agency; and developing third party APIs at a small 
startup. She has taught at RISD Continuing Education, co-wrote Adobe AIR in Action, and speaks 
internationally (CodeMotion Madrid, PFCongres Netherlands, Flash on the Beach UK, Multi-Mania 
Belgium). Her numerous awards include recognition as an Adobe Community Professional, and 
most recently, first place in the inaugural Berlin Geekettes Hackathon.

A Huffington Post Girls in Stem mentor, Kathryn is passionate about encouraging women 
developers and curates http://equalitism.tumblr.com. She can also be found at http:
//kathrynrotondo.com and on twitter as @krotondo.

So Easy a Child Could Do 
It: Designing Mobile Apps 
for Children

Young children can seem to “get” touch devices right away. But is creating mobile content for young kids child's play? Not so fast. There are special considerations to make when designing for little ones, 
to maximize their engagement and minimize their frustration. 

Through a tour of apps currently on the market, we'll explore techniques such as using characters, audio and visual indicators, and inactivity timeouts. We'll also cover which gestures are the most and 
least intuitive for small fingers, how the way children hold tablets affects UI, and what content to include for parents (and for legal reasons) and how. You'll leave with a better understanding of the UI 
elements necessary to make a captivating children's app that parents are happy to buy.

Kenton Price

Kenton Price co-founded Little Fluffy Toys Ltd in 2009 with longtime friend and collaborator Reuben 
Scratton, helping clients deliver amazing Android apps.

This year they’ve delivered BBC Weather and Summly, and recently helped out with Pluralsight, 
Zeebox, Touchnote, Badoo and Yell. They also helped defend some big names in the mobile patent 
wars – their technical investigations saved one company millions of dollars, winning a case that 
others had settled.

Kenton Price has been a developer since the age of 12, and you can see the games he had 
published as a teenager in Beebdroid for Android, the BBC Micro emulator written in homage to the 
much-loved, teeth-cutting first computer.

Teaching your client 
Android design, or, Ridding 
the world of iPhoneys. abstract

Luca Baggio Media Service

Reverse engineering di applicazioni Android
Difficoltà: Facile/Media
Argomento: Sicurezza

Durante la presentazione verranno illustrati i principali tool per effettuare analisi applicative partendo dal Android Package (.apk).
Si analizzeranno quindi le tecniche per identificare il comportamento di un determinato applicativo e verranno in seguito applicate per la comprensione di alcuni malware esistenti per il mondo Android.

Problematiche di sicurezza nel mondo mobile/Android
Difficoltà: Facile
Argomento: Sicurezza

Durante la presentazione verranno illustrate le principali problematiche di sicurezza relative al mondo mobile con particolare riferimento alla piattaforma Android. Saranno dettagliate alcune best-practice 
per lo sviluppo sicuro e verranno analizzate le criticità che hanno coninvolto il sistema operativo Android fino ai giorni nostri.

Luca Filigheddu
Head of Developer 
Evangelism EMEA

Luca Filigheddu is an electronic engineer with over 13 years of experience covering various roles in 
tech companies and startups in Italy and abroad. For the past year he has been working as 
Developer Evangelist for BlackBerry, engaging mobile app developers in Italy and middle east to 
help them developing astonishing applications for the new BlackBerry 10 platform. Recently, Luca 
become Head of Developer Evangelism in EMEA for BlackBerry, heading a team of evangelists 
who work across Europe, Middle East and Africa.

Make more money with 
your Android apps

The new BlackBerry Runtime for Android apps, integrated into the new BlackBerry 10 smartphones, offers significantly increased compatibility and allow customers to run Android apps on their 
smartphones easily and seamlessly.

Android devs are encouraged to take advantage of the new runtime and port their app to the BlackBerry 10 platform so they can expand their user base and revenue opportunities. 

The presentation highlights the opportunities for Android developers who want to leverage the BlackBerry 10 platform and describes how to publish their Android apps to the BlackBerry World storefront.

Maciej Górski
Android Developer, El 
Passion

Maciej is a passionate developer, but also a conference wanderer: during the last year, he spent 
more time listening (and sometimes speaking) to people during various conferences and meetups 
on topics mostly related to mobile and Java Eee, than sitting and coding behind his desk. For a 
couple of months now, he is in love with the new Android API for maps, which resulted in a birth of a 
small library called Android Maps Extensions. Apart from programming, he avoids computers and 
prefers to bike. Handy extensions to maps 

on Android

The appearance of a new Google Maps Android API over a year ago sparked a lot of emotion. It is clearly a big step forward, but you need to be warned when making it. You may easily slip. Fortunatelly 
Google developers constantly help us by fixing bugs and adding new features to the API. At the same time open-source community didn't sleep either. A couple of useful libraries were created, which help 
use with the most common tasks related to displaying things on a map. We will talk about what's now possible and where are the limits of their use.

Marco Grassi

Mobile Security Analyst at 
viaForensics LLC, Chicago 
IL (USA)

Ho iniziato a sviluppare come professionista per Android e iOS nel 2011, sviluppando 
principalmente applicazioni mobile native e versioni customizzate di Android per sistemi embedded. 
Alla fine del 2012 ho iniziato a lavorare in viaForensics come membro del team R&D, dove ricerco e 
sviluppo soluzioni per i prodotti di vF e faccio reverse engineering/pentesting/ricerca di vulnerabilità 
in sistemi operativi Mobile, applicazioni e devices.
Come interesse e progetti personali continuo a sviluppare Sistemi Embedded e sistemi elettronici.

Reverse Engineering, 
Pentesting e Hardening di 
Applicazioni Android

Ciao sono Marco, sono Mobile Security Researcher in viaForensics che si occupa soprattutto di Android e iOS, come parte del mio lavoro faccio hacking sulle app mobile e aiuto gli sviluppatori a 
sistemarle.
Il mio lavoro su queste app punta a simulare quello che potrebbe fare un attaccante alla nostra applicazione, ricercando e sfruttando vulnerabilità per eseguire azioni non autorizzate o trarne vantaggio a 
scapito degli utenti, ovviamente senza il loro consenso. 
Una volta individuate le possibili vulnerabilità, vengono comunicate e vengono date delle raccomandazioni ai developers su come rimediarle e sviluppare applicazioni più sicure.
Per queste ragioni, vorrei esporre in questo talk alcune metodologie che vengono utilizzate per effettuare queste analisi in modo molto pratico e cercare di mostrare agli sviluppatori quali sono gli errori di 
sviluppo più comuni che portano a vulnerabilità, come evitarli con alcune best practices e progetti o librerie open source che possono aiutarci in questa direzione.
Il talk avrà una particolare attenzione per i developers nell’audience, sperando che ne possano trarre buoni spunti e linee guida per sviluppare applicazioni più sicure, ma anche per persone che vogliono 
avvicinarsi al mondo del reverse engineering, utilizzando questi strumenti per capire come sono implementate certe features, effettuare modding di applicazioni e rom Android, o semplicemente anche a 
chi vuole avvicinarsi al mondo della sicurezza mobile.
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Marco Ivaldi aGrisù srl - President

I'm born in Turin in 1979, I obtained a Ph.D. in Complex Systems in Medicine and Life Sciences, 
with specialization in pathophysiology.
I'm an innovator, a visionary, a dowser.
I work in scientific research, specifically in the field of quantitative EEG analysis and in the 
advanced technologies applied to the analysis of human movement.
I founded and I'm in charge of two start-ups: one in the web and the other for modeling and analysis 
of big data. I've two patent: one in the field of human movement analysis and other one regarding 
health and life science.
I teach at the university of Turin: Bases of the human movement and Neurophysiology of 
movement.
Finally, I am interested in theater research and I direct and write for a contemporary theater 
company; I have been a consultant for the Teatro Stabile di Torino.
I try to write important parts in the book of our time, thanks to a prodigious permanent marker. 

 aGrisù Android app: 
monitoring pollutants and 
individual rate of absorption

aGrisù Android app provides real-time quality indexes of the environment in which user is located: through a patented algorithm the major environmental pollutants are related with the physiological 
parameters of the final user, indicating whether he is over-exposured to one or more pollutants.
The idea comes from a line of research of the Motor Science Research Center, University of Turin, which observed that despite athletes can track their performance through a heart rate monitor 
instrument, this doesn’t currently allow to know if physical activity is wholly or partly affected by the simultaneous introduction in the body of pollutants which are in the air breathed. The thresholds for 
each pollutant determined by law have as reference a subject at rest, whereas an athlete under effort consumes a greater amount of oxygen, has a greater ventilation, increased perfusion and a greater 
alveolar exchange and consequently absorbs larger quantities of pollutants compared to a subject at rest. 
To provide custom indexes aGrisù prepared a server on which the patented algorithm works. The server will receive two information streams (one from the networks detection of pollutants, one from the 
final user), it will put them in relation to each other and it will communicate the results to the Android mobile device.
The final user will have to be equipped with two instruments: a mobile device with Internet access and a heart rate monitor that communicates through short-range frequency.

Marco Marengo
Telecom Italia spa / ICT 
Researcher

I have been working in Telecom Italia since 2004 as a Researcher. My main research topics are 
Context Awareness and Mobile Social Networks. Since January 2014 I will be the director of a 
Telecom Italia / Politecnico di Torino Joint Open Lab which will be focused on mobile applications, 
user centered design and agile software development.

Wearable Objects and 
Mobile Devices: our 
platform

According to a new research report from the analyst firm Berg Insight, sales of smart glasses, smart watches and wearable fitness trackers reached 8.3 million units worldwide in 2012 (it reached 3.1 
million devices in the previous year). Growing at a compound annual growth rate of 50.6 percent, total shipments of wearable technology devices are expected to reach 64.0 million units in 2017.

Today wearable fitness and activity trackers constitute the vast majority of the shipments, but smart watches are predicted to incorporate much of the functionality of these and will then be the largest 
wearable device segment.

Almost all the activity trackers are not connected to the Internet, and most of the wearable devices rely on a companion device (a smartphone or a tablet) to access the network. The connection between 
the wearable and the companion device primarily takes place over:

•Bluetooth Low Energy (or “Bluetooth LE”)
•Bluetooth (Classic)
•Wi-Fi

Bluetooth LE is a new extension of the Bluetooth standard and is designed for ultra-low-power devices. It provides a very simple set of commands (key/value) and has the same range as traditional 
Bluetooth.
Traditional Bluetooth is much more complete (e.g. it supports audio streaming) and may reach high throughputs (up to 20Mbps).
Wi-fi is obviously the best choice in terms of pure throughput but it has a very high impact on the duration of the battery.

Our wearables platform allows the interaction with wearable objects and the creation of third party applications by providing a common framework and APIs to the developers.

Marco Picone

Postdoctoral Research 
Associate at University Of 
Parma

Marco Picone is a Postdoctoral Research Associate at the University of Parma. He received from 
the same University the Dr. Ing. degree (Master) in Computer Engineering "cum laude" in 2008 and 
the Ph.D. degree in Information Technologies in 2012.

Between January 2011 and June 2011 was a research visitor in the Network and Operating 
Systems group at the Computer Laboratory, University of Cambridge. 

His research activity focuses mainly on Distributed and Peer-to-Peer Systems, and on Mobile and 
Pervasive Computing. In particular application fields include: Neighbour position discovery in P2P 
networks, Vehicle-to-Vehicle and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure communications, Mobile based sensing 
system, M2M, Internet of Things and Vertical Handover Algorithms & Applications.

Since 2012 he is one of the organisers and the lecturer of the module “Android Application 
Development” in the course of Calcolatori Elettronici at the Department of Information Engineering 
of the University of Parma. During 2013 he has been one of the organisers and lecturers of the 
class entitled "Mobile Application Development (Programmazione di Sistemi Mobili)" at the 
University of Parma, for the year 2013/2014.

He was one of the organisers and the school directors of the first edition of the Internet of Things 
and Smart Cities Ph.D. School held in Lerici in 2013.

He is also the one of the founder and the project developer at Leitmotiv Lab and he is the main 
designer and coordinator of the Sip2Peer OpenSource Project.

Additional information are available at: http://wasnlab.tlc.unipr.it/people/picone/
http://dsg.ce.unipr.it/picone
http://phdschool.tlc.unipr.it
http://mobdev.ce.unipr.it

The Android platform in the 
era of Internet of Things x

Mario Viviani
CEO at Mariux Apps, 
Android GDE

Android Developer since 2010, I have published more than 90 apps on Google Play. In 2011 I 
decided to create the startup Mariux Apps, based in Milan, Italy. 
I'm member of Talent Garden, a network of co-working spaces focused on digital and innovation.
As Mariux Apps our products received 12.000.000+ total downloads and are currently ranked in the 
Top 100 apps in a lot of Categories in Google Play.
At Mariux Apps I'm also working as Leap Motion developer, focusing on hand gestures-based UX.
I've been nominated Google Developer Expert (GDE) for Android by Google in 2013.

From Android App to Killer 
App: How to Reach the 
Million-Downloads 
Milestone

What makes an Android app a killer app? How do you make your own project scale from a few dozens to millions of users? How do you engage users all over the world? How do you put a spotlight on 
your app, so anyone can discover it?

An Android app is not just what the app does, and it's not just how you developed it. It's about how you build an ecosystem around it. It's about how do you improve your app to accommodate it to users, 
and how you make users comfortable with your app. It's about how you listen to your customers to make it awesome. 

It's going the extra-mile and transform an app from cool to magic.

In this talk we will discuss some strategies to improve the impact of Android apps, from multiple points of view: from app development to code optimization, from basic graphical assets to awesome eye-
candy UI, from catchy features to user deep engagement. We will see how using the latest features compares to backward compatibility regarding user impact, and how monetization and social marketing 
strategies can help an Android app reach that million-downloads milestone. 

Mark Allison
Senior Android Developer 
at blinkbox

Mark Allison is a software engineer with almost 25 years' experience. He is passionate about 
providing the user with the best possible experience. He has developed both server and client 
side, most commonly Android on the client side, but with also for iOS, HTML5, Symbian, and J2ME.
Mark writes a technical blog (http://blog.stylingandroid.com) which focuses on Android UI/UX 
topics, but often covers more general Android development techniques. He regularly speaks at 
Android developer events, most recently at DroidCon London, but previously in such diverse 
locations as Turkey, Spain, and Brazil. 
When not being geeky, Mark likes to unwind by hurling abuse at football referees, specifically 
those who are unkind to his beloved Watford FC with whom he holds a season ticket. He also 
has a deep love of the chilli pepper and consumes spicy food (his favourite being Indian) at every 
opportunity!
Mark is happily married with a grown up step-daughter, and lives in Hertfordshire, UK. Graphical Magic

The android.graphics APIs contain some useful tools which enable us to perform some tricks more commonly associated with Photoshop or Gimp. It is not always possible to use such tools, 
particularly when images are being loaded dynamically from external sources. Mark Allison, author of http://blog.styling android.com, explores these APIs and shows you get some amazing 
results by dynamically altering images in your app.

Martin Liersch
Freelance Android 
Developer

During my Masters I started coding Android Apps. The first one was for the university cafeteria and 
with that it all started. Today I have ~50 apps in the Play Store, some with > 1 million downloads. Gradle Build System

Introductory talk about using the new Gradle build system for developing Android apps. Integration in Android Studio and Eclipse. Migration from Eclipse -> Android Studio. Using Android Studio with 
Eclipse managed projects, etc...
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Massimo Carli Head of Mobile - DailyMail

Massimo Carli ricopre attualmente il ruolo di Head of Mobile presso il DailyMail a Londra dove si 
occupa dello sviluppo di applicazioni per i sistemi operativi Android ed iOs che segue dalle prime 
versioni. In passato si e' occupato per piu' di 12 anni dello sviluppo di applicazioni enterprise in 
ambiente Java ed e' stato uno dei fondatori della rivista online Mokabyte. E' autore del primo libro 
italiano dedicato ad Android che ora e' giunto alla quarta edizione. Massimo Carli e' contattabile sul 
suo sito personale http://www.massimocarli.eu

Daily Mail Android App - 
Applicazioni con moltissimi 
contenuti per milioni di 
utenti

L'applicazione della rivista DailyMail permette di visualizzare, anche in modalita' offiline, una grossa quantita' di informazioni tra cui moltissime immagini. In questo talk si vogliono descrivere le 
problematiche incontrate e le soluzioni adottate per raggiungere, con successo, il maggior numero di utenti. 

Mateusz Herych

Mateusz works as an Android Developer at Base CRM where he tries to make enterprise software 
users 10 times more productive. In his free time he still often chooses to stay in the IT world and he 
is organizing some community events - like KrakDroid conference or GDG Kraków meetups. 

LIKE '%smth%' is not the 
way to go

During the presentation you'll have a chance to listen about different approaches to the content search problem on Android, especially in apps that need to work offline. Later on, you'll hear some detailed 
word about SQLite's FTS3 native extension and what possibilities it gives to developers.

Matt Brenner UnME2, Inc. - President

Matt Brenner is president of UnME2, Inc., a software company with two, quite-different areas of 
focus: location-aware mobile software, and localization. His most recent Android app is gottaTxt for 
Android, a text-messaging app like no other. He also distilled his years of localization experience 
into the creation of a complete, powerful, cross-platform solution to the problem of localization. Matt 
studied computer science at Duke University, and also holds an Ed.M. from the Harvard Graduate 
School of Education.

Localizing Your Apps - 
Why? How?

   Localization offers the potential to expand the user base for your apps dramatically, but it is a complex task which is certain to lead developers into uncharted waters. Come learn of the benefits of 
localization and also how to avoid the many potential pitfalls. Learn how to localize your apps from Matt Brenner who developed pioneering localization techniques, first on J2ME, and then developed the 
FiveTongues tool set and processes which are revolutionizing localization across platforms (Android, iOS, Windows Phone, HML5/JavaScript, server-side with php).

   Watch, step-by-step, as an unlocalized, English language app is first internationalized and then localized into Italian, German and Russian using an elegant combination of web applications, a Java 
class, and Eclipse plug-in in a systematic, cross-platform process. See how the standard Android techniques for localization are applied and then extended into a complete localization solution. If you like 
mysteries, don't come to this presentation because, by the end, there will be nothing mysterious about localization.

Matthias Käppler
SoundCloud Ltd., Software 
Engineer

I'm a software engineer at SoundCloud, the world's largest social audio platform, where I work on 
our Android application and the mobile service API. Before joining SoundCloud, I was tech lead for 
mobile at Qype.

Conquering concurrency: 
bringing the Reactive 
Extensions to the Android 
platform

Without a doubt, concurrency is one of the toughest problems to deal with in day to day programming. Being based on Java, Android comes with a number of low level concurrency abstractions such as 
Java Threads and the slightly higher level AsyncTask, which however suffer from common problems inherent to imperative languages, such as the need to synchronize access to shared resources and 
being generally unsuited for composition.

At SoundCloud we have recently turned to functional reactive programming as a means to dramatically simplify and streamline functionality that involves event based asynchronous operations such as 
disk or network I/O followed by updates on the UI thread. In this talk I will show how we employ RxJava, a library that supports a functional-reactive approach to programming on the Java platform, to 
hook up fragments to any number or combination of concurrent data sources without writing a single line of threading or synchronization code.

Piervincenzo Madeo

Pietro Alberto Rossi Mosaicoon Spa

Programmer since 2000, starting with QBasic and most recently Android development and learning 
C, Assembler, C++, HTML, PHP and Java along the way.

Working in a startup Mosaicoon S.P.A., my strength is Android programming and problem solving.

I've been an invited speaker at Rome Codemotion 2013, Madrid Codemotion 2013 and at Google 
London such as Google Developer Expert in Android. I also been a speaker in other national events 
such as Linux, Day Linux Meeting, Java Day in Palermo and Ragusa. Testing Android Application

Most of Android applications have bugs. Why not discover them in pre-release? Unit and Functional testing permit finding some of the bugs and correcting them before publishing the application.

We analyze why testing application and how we test it to provide bug discovery thus releasing stable applications.

Pietro Maggi

Motorola Solutions - EMEA 
RhoMobile Technical 
Architect

Pietro is EMEA Technical Architect for the RhoMobile Suite in Motorola Solutions. Prior to joining 
Motorola, Pietro spent a huge amount of time building apps on every kind of computing device, from 
8bit micro to multicore servers, having a lot of fun building sync engine for mobile platforms like 
PalmOS and Windows Mobile. He's now playing with HTML5 and Ruby to enable web developers 
to build native enterprise mobile apps. RhoMobile Suite Use your web skill to build mobile native applications for the enterprise market.

Roberto Orgiu

I'm learning what being ICT Security Consultant looks alike, in the while I keep on developing my 
Android projects, which led me to be Recognized Developer on XDA-Developers.

In the while, I keep myself busy writing for the best italian Android blog - AndroidWorld.it - with a 
little space for myself where I just write down some tips about coding.

In the past I started a lot of projects like writing tales, building up websites and such. Ok Glass, compile my code

Glass Widgets
+ Timeline
+ Live cards
+ Static cards
+ Immersions
+ Menus and inputs
GDK VS Mirror APIs
+ when use GDK
+ when use Mirror APIs
+ both?
Glass Development Kit
+ API overview
+ environment setup
+ simple test app
Mirror APIs
+ API overview
+ enabling Mirror APIs
+ project configuration
+ deploying test project

Rokivo?

Ron Munitz Nubo

I am the Founder and CTO of Nubo, and has been training Android application and platform 
developmers for the last couple of years.
I have spoken in the Android Builders Summit and in three AnDevCon, and am going to speak in 
the upcoming AnDevCon Boston as well. I will also be presenting some very interesting Embedded 
Android variants in WearableDevCon. 
I have won the first place in DroidCon London 2013 democamp, presenting my company Nubo.

Other than that, I just enjoy developing, teaching (I teach an academic course on Android Internals 
in Afeka's college of Engineering) and most of all - thinking.

I hold a Master's of Computer Sciences (with distinction) from Bar-Ilan University
Building Android for the 
Cloud

In the cloud era, most software projects have shifted from asking "What hardware architecture should be chosen for my back-end?" to "Which cloud configuration should be used for my back-end?" 
Bringing up a cloud server has become an obvious choice for any Linux or Windows-based deployment. As Android emerges as the new Embedded Linux for a growing number of industries, it only 
makes sense to consider its cloud application as a server.

In this class, we will discuss why and how Android can be brought on the cloud system, and on any cloud infrastructure, using AWS (Amazon Web Services) as an example.

Sebastiano Poggi - 
Daniele Bonaldo

i'm SpA - Software Engineer 
ed Head of Developer 
Relations

Sebastiano Poggi is a software engineer for the i’m Watch and an Android developer. He’s a strong 
OSS believer who loves to work on beautiful and simple user interfaces, where “less is more”.
He’s been working at i’m Spa for almost two years, and in the meantime he’s been involved in a few 
OSS projects on his spare time, some still unfinished.
He’s also the head of the i’m Developer program at i’m Spa, helping people deliver awesome apps 
for the i’m Watch and meeting them in person all over Europe. If you want to understand smart 
watches, he’s the go-to guy! Developing i'm Watch apps

Wearable computing is turning out to be the next big thing. Most of the major players in the smartphone market are hurrying up to release smartwatches, wearable sensors, glasses, and a variety of the 
most diverse kinds of devices. Launched in 2012 and based on a customized version of Android, the i’m Watch is one of the first smart watches available on the market, and the most complete feature-
wise.

In this session, you’ll get an overview of what you need to develop apps for the i’m Watch (spoiler alert: you probably already have everything you need!), you’ll learn what a smart watch is supposed to 
do and what the main differences in user experience and expectations are from what you’re used to on phones and tablets.

The session will also briefly cover the libraries that will make your life easier and help you create outstanding apps for the i’m Watch.

Why not find out more about this great new technology?
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Sonia Sharma
Google, Technical Account 
Manager

Sonia works in Android team at Google as a Technical Account Manager. Prior to this she has 
worked on mobile and web domains in Nokia, Motorola, Samsung and a few start-ups, in various 
capacities, both technical and business centric. She has worked on Android since 2009 and has a 
few Android applications in Google Play. She mentors students creating Android applications at 
Technovation Challenge and evangelizes Accessibility in Android. Designing Accessible 

Android Applications

Integrating accessibility features into new or existing applications to make it stand out and reachable to more users.
The session will cover:
Importance of accessibility while designing an application.
Android’s built-in accessibility features and its evolution in different Android versions. This will include Android’s built in support for touch, speech and many other features that can be incorporated to 
make an application more accessible.
Deep dive into few of the available features like sensors, haptics, and gestures that will make the application stand out and be more accessible.
Code examples explaining accessibility features.
Tips to add common useful effects that goes a long way in creating a compelling User Interface.

Stefano Cotta Ramusino

Stefano works as Software Engineer in embedded software solutions and hw/sw integrations.

He loves to customize Android devices from the bottom to top, trying to use all those parts of the 
systems that are undocumented to reach his goal.

GNU/Linux developer for the openmamba distribution, Stefano is an
Open Source supporter and tries to bring more people in this world, also with the laboratories that 
he leads from the beginning for the GNU/Linux course at the Polytechnic University of Turin.

Robotito Verde Chactado 
aka Mod Your Device

Android devices mounts ROMs that sometimes differ in many aspects from the official version and sometimes some parties are completely closed.

This problem get you to search methods to figure out how to go to on in cases where you want to build an ad-hoc version of the system for your device.

We will see how to intervene in build files, settings values and in the boot of the operating system and how you can control the device and its applications by installing new utilities that you could compile 
yourself in complete autonomy and understand the usefulness of the adb commands.

When we're ready with all the customizations we can cook our ROM.

Stefano Sanna Open Reply

Stefano Sanna is currently head of the Android Lab at Open Reply (Reply Group). He started 
developing on mobile devices in 1999, on a PSION 5MX. He worked on all major mobile platforms, 
including Symbian, Java Micro Edition, iOS and Android, in international project for leading mobile 
operators and media companies. Among his interests there are sensor networks, Bluetooth and 
NFC, ambient intelligence. Stefano wrote two books about Java Micro Edition network programming 
(2007) and advanced Android programming (2012).

Augmented-smartphone: 
using the Android device 
beyond the display to 
interact with the 
surroundings 

While augmented-reality aims to enrich reality with data coming from the phone, the rich set of interfaces and sensor the equips modern device open new possibilities to enhance user experience 
automating tedious processes, bringing security and new business opportunities. The talk shows how to use latest API, Bluetooth classic and Bluetooth Low Energy, NFC and other technologies to 
empower user experience on real world.

Tiziano Basile Founder, svappdroid.com

In love with Android since I've been switched from an iPhone 3GS to a Samsung Galaxy Next in 
late 2012, now a proud owner of a Nexus phone; 
I begun programming plugins for Wordpress platform (and trivial projects for the web), now 
completely switched in Java and Android development. One code to play'em all

Nowadays a mobile app has to run on several devices with different screen sizes (unlike the apple devices).
From the very-small smartphone to the biggest tablet in the world, optimizing apps for multiple devices and different kind of users is crucial to offer a great user experience.

It's also important to provide a native Look&Feel to each application (not mandatory, but recommended) in order to avoid users getting confused when use your apps (confirmation and abort button's 
place, Holo theme etc); in this part I'll show some apps and their transformation and improvement after applying the right design principles.

The talk will end with a brush up on basic design principles directly from the official documentation and some good useful resources for graphic designers.

Briefly:
- Making apps that works on every screen resolution (overview)
- Introducing Fragments
- Make fragments compatible with old android versions
- Demo app
- Android Design: the Holo Theme
- Comparison between Holo and non-Holo apps
- Android design principles overview

Matteo Baldonim Unito

Valerio Di Donato 34BigThings srl, CEO

I've have been working with Android since 2009, basically the time when Android Cupcake (aka 1.5) 
have been released. Since then I've been making apps and frameworks for anything I needed 
around the Android Ecosystem.

Now I have my own startup and we are really close to launch our HTML5 Game Engine for Android.
Multiplatform HTML5: It's 
actually possible... maybe!

HTML5 has been advertised as one of the optimal solutions for single codebase multiplatform apps, but it is pretty hard to find success stories when it comes to the mobile market and exceptionally hard 
when it comes to Android.
Facebook based their initial mobile strategy on HTML5 only to revert it to native apps a couple of years later, mainly due to performances issues and to the always-growing platform-specific code.

I will illustrate two series of cases where HTML5 is the optimal solution and where it should not be used and why. During the development of our next HTML5 Game Engine, we encountered some of 
them and found possible workarounds or proper solutions. 

The talk will be mainly focused on finding out the current status of HTML5 support for Android and it will illustrate possible scenarios where it actually makes sense to support a single codebase 
multiplatform app and how to hack an app design to fit HTML5 best practices.

Victor Diaz Barrales Motorola (ninja hacker)

Victor Diaz (ES) is a researcher, artist and educator whose focus is on creating new ways of 
interactions between computers and people. He is interested in developing novel ways of 
collaborative interactions in public spaces considering key aspects of time and space within a 
cultural context. He also creates tools that help to increase the usability of creative technologies.

He has been integrating research and artistic practice in laboratories and residencies such as the 
University of Bern, Tokyo University of Sciences, Kitchen Budapest, LCD Guimaraes, Medialab 
Prado in Madrid, The Patching Zone, Motorola ATAP and had different roles as an interaction 
designer and R&D position in the aerospace industry.

Protocoder - An open 
source prototyping 
environment for Android 
devices

Protocoder is a superfast to setup and code prototyping environment + Javascript framework for Android devices. 

Last summer during a Motorola ATAP (Advance Technology and Projects) project, we had a roadtrip across the US carrying different digital fabrication tools and hackable phones where we allowed 
University students from a variety of disciplines (art, design, engineering) to create projects during a weekend time frame.

One of the concerns we had was the setup time and learning curve that Android tools have for traditional development. Those tools are not suited for everyone and every purpose, so we started a new 
project http://www.protocoder.org to tackle that and democratize Android development to different disciplines.

Protocoder is a development environment + framework that lives in any Android device, phone, tablet, watches or even google glass. 
Just need a one click to install the environment on the device and then connect to it with a web browser using the local network or USB. It offers a web IDE hosted in the device it self for writing code, 
controlling the device or visualizing data. 
Protocoder tries to minimize the code written to a ratio of 12 to 1 lines of code. Sometimes even more. It just simplifies the code for the 90% percent of the people. 

As the nature of the MakeWithMoto project was hardware hacking, Protocoder offers easy access to microcontrollers such as Arduino or IOIO board, so combining them with the internal sensor array of 
most Android devices and fast CPUs makes Protocoder + Android + uControllers a great platform to consider for fast prototyping of physical and digital applications.

Android is a fast rising platform, not only for mobile phones but for a big range of devices and form factors. Android as a community should start developing tools that can democratize the use and more 
important, creation on top of this platform to people willing to make, tinker and create. Protocoder is just a step forward.

Wiebe Elsinga
ItudeMobile and GDG 
Dutch Android User Group

Co-Founder/Organizer GDG Dutch Android User Group and Mobile Technical Lead at Itude Mobile 
B.V.
Basically a EntrepreNerd. Mainly focused on the development of mobile applications, and is 
continuously seeking quality improvements within the development process of mobile applications. 
Also a public speaker at technical conferences worldwide

Prototyping your Android 
app, the (U)X-factor

Prototypes can be a great way to improve Android application results on two fronts: they can prove a concept or improve on it, and they can teach you valuable lessons about the best ways to develop the 
product. 
This session will provide practical information about the approach and experiences implementing prototyping.

Xavi Rigau
Android Software 
Craftsman at Novoda

I started working as an Android Developer intern back in 2010 as my first job in Barcelona, working 
in native Android projects, so I could learn a lot about Android and Java in general. After that I 
moved to a startup called NO2 where I worked mainly on a cross-platform framework. I got a bit 
familiar with the NDK and some iOS and BlackBerry10 stuff there.
I recently decided to move to London and join Novoda where we craft delightful Android apps.

Android UI testing with 
Espresso

This is a practical session (workshop or live coding) on how to write better/faster UI Android automated tests using Google's Espresso testing API.
We will see:
 - How to set it up in a project using Gradle.
 - How to write tests in a real world example.
 - Extending its API with custom matchers.
 - Extras: tips & set it up in a maven project.
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